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To my great regret, I was unable to attend the MWA
Seminar in May. Gordon Cookson kindly agreed to
write up the day for the Newsletter, and Adrian
Needham has supplied photographs (80 or so!)
from which I have chosen some to illustrate the
report. Many thanks to both for their co-operation. I
hope to use more of the pictures in future Gallery
pages.
The Middlesex show is almost upon us. MWA has
a marquee, and enough people have promised
their support to enable us to put on a good show.
There is still room for others to show and hopefully
sell their work. Ralph Pooley has all the details,
and he and his team will be working hard to set up
our display. As usual, we shall be supporting the
Shooting Star charity, and we have also undertaken
to make three trophies to be awarded at the Show.
Making the trophies is now an annual event, and
we were disappointed by the almost nil response
to our request for volunteers to make them. This
means that the task again falls to already hard
pressed committee members. A club with over 100
members should be able to do better than that.
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For Your Diary
Middlesex Show 20th - 21st June at Uxbridge
Show Ground
July 9th Colin Simpson.
18th - The Chilterns Show 18th - 19th July at
Great Missenden.
August 13th Club Workshop Evening.

MWA Seminar 2009
Chris Eagles
(MWA Chairman
until last month)
gave MWA
members and 6
visitors from other
Clubs a very
enjoyable,
informative, and
accessible day. He
started with
preparation of logs for the smaller lathe without
needing a band saw. This included Stuart King
and myself
splitting a log. to
remove the
problematical pith,
using a froe and a
club hammer, and
Ros Peedle and
Mike Collas using
a side axe. (A
side axe is ground
without a bevel on
one side to deliver
a straight trim.)
To avoid backache, particularly when looking
inside hollow pieces, Chris has his lathe 4 to 5
inches higher than the conventional elbow level
with the lathe spindle. He also support s the tool
handles midway under his upper arm, rather than
the more usual on the hip. As Iget backache, I’ll
follow Chris’s suggestion and raise my lathe by
about 3 inches, and report back when I have got
used to the new handle position!
Chris demonstrated a wide variety of tools on
what he called cross and parallel grained woods,
referring to the direction of grain in relation to the
lathe bed. Under Chris’s expert guidance, Don
Murray tried out a hook tool, and Ian Shenker
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from the
North
London
group
tried out a
ring tool.

To help tame the skew chisel, Chris
recommended sharpening to a curved edge
with the long point at the apex of the curve,
and to get clean cut, move the chisel in and
slightly up, then move it slightly downwards
in an arc to the end of the cut.
To make a box lid with an offset inlay Chris
used a chuck with opposing ‘gripper jaws’
removed to hold the square stock. Another
way would be to use a scroll chuck but to put
in No 4 jaw after turning the scroll through
one extra full revolution. This always gives
the same offset, but is a more secure way of
holding material for a novice turner. Before
turning the recess it is important to check that
there is room for the inlay diameter within the
offset material. (You might have to use a
smaller diameter inlay. Ed) Turn a small
groove in the corner of the recess to take up
surplus glue. If using super glue, wear good
eye protection at all times, and place a paper
towel over the inlay when inserting it to
protect you from glue flying up. Take gentle
cuts to level the inlay, especially when
chucking with only two jaws, to prevent any
movement.
When asked
about which
timbers are bad
for dust, Chris
replied ”I don’t
know of any
dust which does
you any good!”

Seminar Report. contd.
Many thank
Chris was very complimentary about the Club’s
are due to
new acrylic display shelves and stands, and praised
Chris Eagles,
the generally high standards of the work on display.
and also to the
He wanted to award the Graddage Trophy jointly,
Committee
but when pressed, he eventually chose Ralph
who set
Pooley’s immaculate pair of salt and pepper
everything up.
grinders over Don Murrays’s beautiful Brazilian
Thanks also to Eileen Collas and Hilary
tulip wood and ebony box.
Pooley for masterminding the food, including
a separate vegetarian table, and drinks
After an excellent buffet lunch, a necklace stand
throughout the day.
was the next project, recapping on many of the
techniques discussed in the morning. The tricky
part was making the scallops in the edge of the top Report by Gordon Cookson.
part, using a small forstner bit cutting partly in air Photos by Adrian Needham.
so that the necklaces would hang around adjacent
(Chris Easgles included masses of practical
holes. A waste piece of MDF was behind the flat
underside of the top to prevent break out, but Chris hints and tips, too many to be included here.
Some of these
said that often the short grain breaks on the hole
will be used in
edges. Accuracy was ensured by using the Drill
future editions
Wizard from Tool Post, and spacing was by
of the
Chris’s home made division plate with rings of 24,
Newsletter. ed.)
36 & 70 holes.

Spinning Tops!
During the April Workshop evening, Members were invited to take part in the Spinning Top
competition. Tops had to be made entirely of wood, with no plastic or metal parts. Tops were spun
against a stopwatch on a levelled large mirror surface. The MC was Stuart King, and a variety of
tops were duly spun. A league table of results was kept, which is reproduced here, and it can be
seen that to his embarrassment, Stuart won by a clear margin. The winning top was made of
Lignum Vitae, a very dense and hard wood. The design concentrated most of the mass in the rim
of the top, while the point on which it spun was formed in the heartwood.
.
Name
1st spin
2nd spin
Total
Place
Suresh Dugasl

18 sec

39 sec

54 seconds

Peter Morley

45 sec

45 sec

90 seconds

Mike Mansfield

1min 1sec

58 sec

1 min & 59 secs Second

Don Hawes

1 min 1 sec

27secs

1 min & 28 secs Third

Peter Russell

41 secs

36 secs

77 seconds

Gordon Cookson

17 secs

25 secs

42 seconds

Peter Leach

22 secs

39 secs

61 seconds

Stuart King

1 min 38 secs

1 min 45 secs

3 mins 23 secs First
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The Sorby Road Show.
Unusually, the Road Show consisted of only
one man and a van full of tools, and yet again
the lift in the Athletics Club was out of action.
Much humping of heavy stuff, including our
lathe was needed! This was not to be a
demonstration of turning skills, but an
interesting demonstration of some of Sorby’s
speciality tooling, with sales to follow. Some
turning operations are difficult using standard
tools. Others are just impossible, but Sorby has
developed tools which do the seemingly
impossible! The selection this time was the
spiral turning tool, the texturing tool, and the
new offset chuck, with diversions into shear
scraping tools and deep hollowing tools.

into the wood.

The first demo began with a simple bowl which
was decorated very effectively by the texturing
tool. On the way,
deep hollowing
tools and the neat
Sorby shear
scraper were
used. The shear
scraper is a tool
all turners should
have! The bowl
was finished with
an oil finish,
which could have
been the base for
a wax polish.

After the break, the brand new Sorby Offset
Chuck was the star. this ingenious tool fits
into an ordinary chuck, but has an arrangement
for offsetting the
screw chuck or
small faceplate at
its business end.
Its settings are
calibrated and
repeatable, so
that a series of matching items, can be made.
The demonstrator produced a very pretty finial
very quickly with this attractive new tool.

The spiralling tool
was next. It comes in two sizes. the large size
seems to be much easier to use than its smaller
brother, and right and left hand spirals were
quickly produced Spiralling tools have more
appeal to your scribe than the more brutal
texturing tool which simply bashes the pattern

Mini Gallery
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Both tools need
care in setting up
and use, and the
choice of work
speed is
important for
each. The demonstrator covered all these details
very effectively.
During the break, the demonstrator was kept
busy answering questions and selling tools. the
whole range of Sorby tools was on display, and
an impressive amount of money changed hands.

Demonstrations finished so as to leave time for
last minute purchases before clearing up began.
An appeal for helpers resulted in a team of
strong men to cart all the heavy gear down the
stairs again. The frequent failure of the lift is a
worry, as the likelihood of an accident is much
greater without it.
Altogether an interesting evening, with enough
satisfied customers!

